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It seems that the reception of Conrad Hal Waddington’s work never really gathered speed in mainstream
biology. This paper, offering a transdisciplinary survey of approaches using his epigenetic landscape
images, argues that (i) Waddington’s legacy is much broader than is usually recognized—it is widespread
across the life sciences (e.g. stem cell biology, developmental psychology and cultural anthropology). In
addition, I will show that (ii) there exist as yet unrecognized heuristic roles, especially in model building
and theory formation, which Waddington’s images play within his work. These different methodological
facets envisioned by Waddington are used as a natural framework to analyze and classify the manners of
usage of epigenetic landscape images in post-Waddingtonian ‘landscape approaches’. This evaluation of
Waddington’s pictorial legacy reveals that there are highly diverse lines of traditions in the life sciences,
which are deeply rooted in Waddington’s methodological work.
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1. Introduction

Conrad Hal Waddington’s epigenetic landscape (hereafter: EL)
model is well-known in the history and philosophy of biology.
However, it seems that the reception of his work never really gath-
ered speed in mainstream biology—it remains an exclusive feature
of those philosophically and historically informed, yet marginal
recent biological debates on possible extensions of the Modern
Synthesis (Pigliucci & Müller, 2010) and the role of developmental
mechanisms and epigenetic inheritance in evolution (Gilbert &
Epel, 2009; Jablonka & Lamb, 2005). Against this view, this paper
will offer an analysis that shows when one focuses less on
Waddington’s conceptual legacy (see, e.g., Gilbert, 2000; Hall,
1992; Peterson, 2011) and more on his pictorial one, what is re-
vealed is a widespread—yet completely unrecognized—impact of
his methodology throughout the life sciences. Until the late
1960s dozens of ‘landscape approaches’ emerged that applied the
visual metaphor of the EL (i.e. Waddington’s originals or modified
images) to highly diverse phenomena—in stem cell and evolution-
ary biology, but also in disciplines outside of biology such as
topology, developmental psychology, science, technology, and
society (STS) studies and cultural anthropology.1

In order to trace and classify these pictorial traditions (and to
understand why they emerge) the following issues will be
addressed: First, it will be argued that despite the conventional
function of visualization, at least three further heuristic roles of
EL images can be reconstructed from Waddington’s own work.
They can be used (i) as tools to support transdisciplinary research
(see Fagan, 2012; Gilbert, 1991), (ii) as tools to stimulate visual
thought, and, most important, (iii) as heuristic tools to guide mod-
eling efforts and theory formation. Second, based on a comprehen-
sive evaluation of post-Waddingtonian ‘landscape approaches’ in
the life sciences, this paper will show that the versatile methodo-
logical roles developed by Waddington for his original images live
on in these more recent EL accounts.

Waddington’s friend and colleague Joseph Needham remarked
in an obituary for Waddington, that he could ‘‘only hope that his
writings and his philosophical outlook will still influence younger
people for many years to come’’ (Needham, 1975, p. 372). To the
delight of Needham, Waddington‘s legacy not only lived on, it even
(see, e.g.,
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Fig. 1. A pictorial version of Waddington’s EL.
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extended across the borders of biology. However, it is a methodo-
logical legacy, not a conceptual one—his visual metaphor has been
passed on through the decades, serving as a tool box of methodol-
ogies unfolding their heuristic potential in the course of
application.

2. Waddington’s landscape model in a biographical context

The scientific career of Conrad Hal Waddington (1905–1975),
the leading British geneticist and embryologist in the post-molec-
ular age, was quite unusual for a scientist whose area of specifica-
tion lay within experimental biology.2 Throughout his life he was
interested in problems that necessitated investigation transcending
conventional disciplinary boundaries—problems alluding to philoso-
phy, aesthetics and futurology. Through his second marriage (in
1936) to the painter and architect Justin Blanco White, he came to
know many avant-garde painters and sculptors like Henry Moore,
Alexander ‘‘Sandy’’ Calder, Barbara Hepworth and Walter Gropius.
He developed a close friendship to the painter John Piper, who would
later draw the first EL image for him (Waddington, 1940). These
ongoing friendships with artists laid the foundation for his ‘‘lifelong
interest in paintings’’ (Waddington, 1970, p. v). After the second
world-war his work shifted from embryology towards the direction
of genetics (nota bene in a period when the nature of genes was un-
known), evolutionary biology (e.g. the concept of genetic assimila-
tion) and theoretical biology. In the 1960s and 1970s Waddington
published monographs on the relation of art and science (Wadding-
ton, 1970), the epistemology of complex phenomena (Waddington,
1977a), and moral philosophy (Waddington, 1960).

Today he is best remembered for coining the term ‘‘epigenetics’’
to describe the ‘‘science concerned with the causal analysis of
development’’ (Waddington, 1952, p. vi) and for his ‘epigenetic
landscape’ model introduced in order to represent stable pathways
in embryonic development. The EL model contains a set of devel-
opmental choices that is faced by a differentiating cell in the em-
bryo. This process is represented by a ball rolling down a
landscape with several valleys. In the course of differentiation from
a pluripotent to a unipotent cell state the ‘ball’ faces a number of
branching points or ‘choices’ in the landscape. Waddington’s draw-
ings of this landscape subsequently became well-known in biol-
ogy—however, they are rarely subjected to critical scrutiny in
history and philosophy of biology.3 For his most famous EL image,
see Fig. 1 (Waddington, 1957, p. 29).

The pathways, also called ‘chreodes’, are understood as buffered
or canalized pathways. According to Waddington, ‘canalization’
means that up to a certain threshold neither external nor internal
perturbation (i.e. environmental noise and/or genetic variation)
will affect the pathway. Thus, highly canalized valleys are deep
and perturbation can barely push the cell/ball over the valley’s
walls into an adjacent developmental path. Consequently, the
same phenotype will come into being although the genotype or
the environment might have changed to some extent. Waddington
claims that canalizing or buffering of paths against small perturba-
tion plays a key role in morphogenesis (see Waddington, 1940).

3. The evolution of Waddington’s epigenetic landscape images

Waddington’s ‘‘simple visual model’’ (Waddington, 1969, p.
178) or visual metaphor of the EL, i.e. an EL image, is—similar to
a linguistic metaphor—characterized by its double extensionality.
2 For biographical memoires, see Goodwin (2008), Robertson (1977), Slack (2002), and
3 For exceptions, see Caianiello (2009), Fagan (2012), and Gilbert (1991).
4 The concept of a visual metaphor and its relatedness to linguistic metaphors will be d
5 By means of his landscape images Wright argues that from an organism’s local adaptiv

discussion on the heuristic potential of Wright’s landscape images, see Ruse (1990).
That means, an EL image refers to both a primary object (here, a
specific phenomenon in cell development) and a secondary object
(here, a real-life landscape) at the same time. Based on ostensive
reference making the visual metaphor of the EL facilitates analog-
ical reasoning strategies and organization of the (often less known
primary) object under study.4

The role of the EL images in Waddington’s research method and
his view on the potential function of pictures in the sciences in
general can be reconstructed by means of two of his (rarely re-
ceived) later books Behind Appearance (Waddington, 1970)—a com-
parative study on the interrelationships between art (especially
painting) and science in the twentieth century—and Tools for
Thought (Waddington, 1977a)—a discussion of various heuristic
tools (e.g. images) applicable in research on complex phenomena.
Against the general aesthetic blind spot in modern science, Wadd-
ington argues that an intensified ‘‘dialogue between painting and
science about the nature of the external world’’ (Waddington,
1970, p. x) is capable of increasing scientific knowledge. He under-
stands the works of Pollok, Giacometti and other painters as legit-
imate, yet mostly neglected expansions of the scientific
undertaking to investigate the structures underlying complex
appearances in nature.

As will be shown below, the EL model was developed both on
the conceptual and pictorial plane right from the beginning. How-
ever, the EL images had at least three precursors in biology: fitness
landscape images as well as plaster models and branched-track
diagrams of cellular development. (i) In Wright’s (1932) ‘fitness
landscape’ the surface of a landscape represents the fitness of an
organism (including all his attributes) with local adaptive peaks
separated by non-adaptive valleys.5 (ii) The idea to develop the vi-
sual metaphor of the EL likely emerged in the 1930s in the discus-
sions of the Theoretical Biology Club in Cambridge. The group’s
members, who included Joseph Henry Woodger, Waddington, and
Needham, supported Alfred North Whitehead’s ‘process philosophy’
or ‘organicism’—an anti-reductionist systemic view of the organism
emphasizing the complex interrelatedness of its developing parts
(Haraway, 1976; Peterson, 2011; Waddington, 1970, 1977b). In addi-
tion, the group was inspired by Lotka’s (1923) studies on different
types of equilibrium (e.g. in epidemiology) and his idea to plot the
integral curves of systems with two variables as lines of flow on a
surface (see Caianiello, 2009). Needham (1936), for example,
adopted Lotka’s form of representation along with Woodger’s idea
to illustrate development (or, more specifically, the increase of the
number of cells and the mass of the embryo) as a cone in which
Yoxen (1986).

iscussed elsewhere.
e ‘peak’ a higher ‘peak’ could only be reached by crossing a lower fitness ‘valley’. For a



Fig. 3. (A) The first drawing of the EL by John Piper and (B) the complex system of interactions underlying the EL. Original caption of (A): ‘‘Looking down the main valley
toward the sea. As the river flows away into the mountains it passes a hanging valley, and then the two branch valleys, on its left bank. In the distance the sides of the valleys
are steeper and more canyon like’’ (Waddington, 1940, p. iv). (B) Waddington’s vision of the complex causal structure underlying canalized cellular development. Pegs
represent genes and strings represent the genes’ products. (A: reproduced with permission from Cambridge University Press).

Fig. 2. (A) Needham’s plaster model of embryonic development and (B) one of Waddington’s branched-track diagrams. For description, see text. (A: reproduced with
permission from Yale University Press; B: reproduced with permission from Cambridge University Press).
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the long axis represents the dimension of time (Woodger, 1931, p.
193; see also Needham, 1936, pp. 62–63). He designed a plaster
model of cellular development showing remarkable similarities to
Waddington’s later EL drawings (see Fig. 2A; Needham, 1936, p.
61).6 (iii) Waddington combined these two representational ap-
proaches with his images of branched-track diagrams (see Fig. 2B;
Waddington, 1940, p. 83).7

These diagrams show major components of his later EL images,
e.g. bifurcating developmental tracks. Waddington used these
bifurcation diagrams to visualize how genes determine develop-
mental paths. In Fig. 2B the developmental-track system controlled
by the gene aristopedia coding for the Drosophila antenna is
depicted. Every bifurcation represents a cell’s ‘decision’ to follow
one of two potential developmental paths. This decision procedure
depends on the aristopedia allele (gene ss-a) being wild-type—the
cells develop into a normal arista (antenna) segment—or
mutant—the cells develop into a tarsus (foot) segment. Other genes
affect this developmental process as well.
6 The development of Needham’s model exemplifies how ideas of visually grasping devel
Woodger developed his ‘cell-cone’ model, which uses the apex of a cone to represent the fer
represent the size of the embryo (or the number of cells) at that point. Needham (1936) a
factors in the development of birds. According to Needham, the course of embryonic determ
ball rolling down a set of cones or mountains ‘strung together’: The apices/peaks are located
p. 58). A ball on top of the uppermost cone is described as a position of extremely unstabl
developmental factor, like the Spemann-Mangold organizer, before again finding itself in a
second stage of development determined by a different developmental factor. This process c
body’’ (Needham, 1936, p. 59).

7 For other branched-track diagrams, see, e.g., Waddington (1939, p. 183); (1940, p. 77
8 On the relationship between Piper’s and Waddington’s landscape images, see Parnes (
Through his branched-track diagrams Waddington became
aware of necessary characteristics his later visual metaphor of
the EL should include. Driven by the need to overcome the repre-
sentational weakness of these diagrams in not being able to visu-
ally grasp the stochastic nature of dynamic cellular phenomena
(which Waddington understood to be determined not by single
genes, but by the whole genotype) he concluded: ‘‘We can include
this point if we symbolize the developmental reactions not by
branching lines on a plane but bybranching valleys on a surface’’
(Waddington, 1939, p. 182, emphasis added).

The first pictorial version of the EL, drawn by John Piper for the
frontispiece of Waddington’s book Organisers and Genes (1940), is
depicted in Fig. 3A.8 Fig. 3B (Waddington, 1957, p. 36) illustrates
Waddington’s Whiteheadian idea that only complexes of genes
(and their products), not single genes affect the course of any devel-
opmental pathway.

Waddington commented on the introduction of his first EL im-
age (Fig. 3A) as follows: ‘‘I think it expresses, formally at least,
opment went back and forth among members of the Theoretical Biology Club. In 1931,
tilized egg and the area of cross-section at a particular point in developmental time to
dopted this idea when discussing Waddington’s (1932) experiments on determining
ination should be understood as a series of equilibrium states. He illustrated this as a
at some point of the 360 degrees of the above cone’s circumference (Needham, 1936,

e equilibrium. It reaches the cone’s bottom via a pathway determined by a particular
state of unstable equilibrium (i.e. another cone/mountain), but now with respect to a
ontinues ‘‘until the final stage of absolute stability is reached, i.e., the plan of the adult

). For similar diagrams in Woodger’s work, see his (1930b, pp. 448, 455, 457, 460).
2007).



Fig. 4. An EL-attractor surface in state space. For description, see text. (Published by
Jonathan Cape; reproduced with permission of The Random House Group Limited).
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some characteristics of development [e.g. canalization] which are
not easy to grasp in any other way’’ (Waddington, 1940, p. 93,
emphasis added).9 According to Waddington, EL images enable biol-
ogists to grasp a complex yet little-known phenomenon (here, the
relationship between genes and embryonic development) by means
of intuitive ostension-based reference fixing. ‘‘To those who tend to
think in pictures’’ (Waddington, 1957, p. 35) these images make
available a specific topographical framework, which presets how to
think about the phenomenon under study, i.e. in terms of stability
and change.

During the rise of molecular biology’s reductionist single-gene-
view on development Waddington felt he had to enhance his EL
framework in order to participate in future explanatory approaches
in genetics and developmental biology. In particular, this was due
to the development of the operon model (Jacob & Monod, 1961),
which enabled biologists to explain much more explicitly the
active status of genes and thus to describe the path a cell was to
take in development. His ‘2.0 version’ of the EL should be able to
mathematize and quantify complex phenomena in development
without falling prey to a reductionist perspective.10 Therefore, he
reinterpreted the EL in terms of an attractor surface backed up by
a group of topological approaches, especially catastrophe theory
(Waddington, 1969, 1974, 1977a). For a drawing of this EL-attractor
surface, see Fig. 4 (Waddington, 1977a, p. 112).

Such a revised EL represents a developing system by a single
point in a multidimensional state space, whose axes represent
the values of all system variables (e.g. the concentrations of all
the gene products in a cell). The velocity and direction in which
the system develops in state space is represented by a vector. Gi-
ven enough time, the developing system will end up at a certain
attractors, i.e. a state of terminal differentiation. This ‘‘mathemati-
cal more explicit exposition of the concept of an epigenetic
landscape’’ (Waddington, 1974, p. 37) can be considered as an
attempt to tighten the representational relation between the met-
aphorical concept of the EL and the object-to-be-explained.
9 This view is founded in Whitehead’s ontology. Waddington noted that every ‘event’
conceptually, in its totality’’ (Waddington, 1970, p. 113, emphasis added) due to its relatedn
this highly complex ‘‘spider’s web’’ (ibid., p. 114) of relationships, Waddington adopts a rat
first point of reference in scientific research, which should help to grasp ‘events’ more acc

10 It has to be mentioned, however, that Waddington was curious about mathematization
advances in mathematization of embryology’’ (Needham, 1936, p. 59).

11 Even Waddington’s late attractor surface images of the EL (see, e.g., Fig. 4) suffer from t
picture of it [i.e. the EL], rather than a precise delineation’’ (Waddington, 1977a, p. 105).

12 Somewhere else he describes the EL as ‘‘an abstract representation of differentiation’’
13 For Waddington’s discussion of Giacometti’s paintings and the epistemology underlyi
4. The heuristic roles of epigenetic landscape images in
scientific practice

The EL images wear many hats in Waddington’s research prac-
tice. The following heuristic roles can be distinguished within his
work. EL images are used as

(i) tools for visualization, in the sense of (symbolic) representa-
tion of a phenomenon under study and/or a theoretical
concept,

(ii) tools for transdisciplinary communication, i.e. unification of
distinct disciplines by establishing a consistent tradition of
illustration,

(iii) creativity tools, i.e. stimulation of visual thought by art, and
(iv) modeling tools, i.e. coordination of methodological strategies

and modeling approaches.

4.1. Tools for visualization

To begin with, Waddington uses the EL images to visualize or
illustrate theoretical concepts like canalization and/or the
phenomena under study. In part it is difficult to gain access to
these concepts as well as the complex phenomena of interest
solely by verbal description. Thus, the ‘rolling ball’-images of
the EL should enable the reader to comprehend more easily. They
convey a simple mechanistic reading of the complex genetically
and biochemically controlled process of canalized embryonic
development.

Since the EL model should represent a surface embedded in a
multidimensional state space of cellular metabolism (Waddington,
1957), the representational relationship offered by the non-multi-
dimensional EL images is anything but straightforward.11 Wadding-
ton describes the representational role of the EL images as a
‘‘symbolic representation of the developmental potentialities of a
genotype in terms of surface’’ (Waddington, 1956, p. 351).12 It is this
‘symbolic’ and rather vague representational nature of the EL draw-
ings that is likely to have a stake in the fact that his model became
less important in the 1960s once the operon model of differential
gene regulation gained influence. The wiring diagrams of the operon
model did not require the viewer to accept a rather vague under-
standing of how the process of cellular development is constituted,
since the biochemical counterparts of these diagrams were easier
to account for.

According to Gilbert (1991), the visual representations of the
EL should make a statement about reality that is not a descrip-
tion—a similar kind of statement as made by the paintings of
Alberto Giacometti.13 As Waddington notes, Giacometti insists on
the ‘‘impossibility of a complete knowledge of the external world’’
(Waddington, 1970, p. 231). He himself was fully aware of the fact
that he was not able to ‘draw’ a complete picture of the complex
process of cellular differentiation, thus he developed a symbolic rep-
resentation. Following Giacometti, he likely decided to highlight
one particular characteristic of the phenomena under study—‘‘forms
under tension’’ (Waddington, 1970, p. 232), i.e. the dynamics of
change, distortion, conservation and stability of developmental
processes.
, i.e. Whitehead’s ontological unit (see Waddington, 1977b), ‘‘is impossible to gasp,
ess ‘‘to every other event in the universe’’ (ibid., p. 114). Thus, in order to account for

her unorthodox form of scientific reference making: pictures. They are introduced as a
urately than previous conceptual approaches alone.
in biology since the 1930s, when he and Needham were seeking for ‘‘opportunities of

his representational weak point. He notes: ‘‘[O]ne again has to form rather an intuitive

(Waddington, 1953, p. 114).
ng his work, see Waddington (1970, pp. 228–234).
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4.2. Tools for transdisciplinary communication

Despite being used as visualizations, EL images are applied in
order to unite different biological research areas. This heuristic role
of Waddington’s visual metaphor has already been emphasized by
historians of biology (see Fagan, 2012; Gilbert, 1991). It underlies
Waddington’s ambition to reunite molecular genetics, embryology
and (later also) evolutionary biology.14 He was convinced that the
Modern Synthesis (unifying solely genetics and evolutionary biol-
ogy) and genetics in particular lack answers to crucial questions such
as: How do the genes bring an adult organism into being? What im-
pact does this genetically controlled embryonic development have
on evolution, i.e. the relationship between developmental and phy-
logenetic ‘pathways’? To answer these questions, according to
Waddington, the dynamic perspective of embryologists has to be
(re)introduced in genetics and evolutionary biology.

To illustrate his idea that the effects of genes lead to the exis-
tence of developmental pathways he first used branched-track dia-
grams and later his EL images (including the depiction of the
landscape’s underside). Branched-track or bifurcation diagrams
were already a commonplace tool to visualize cell fates in embry-
ology by the late 1930s.15 They allowed Waddington to adopt a
more dynamic view on ontogeny than the predominant procedure
of the time, which entailed breaking down the process of embryo-
genesis into temporal periods or stages usually visualized as a series
of normal plates (Hopwood, 2005, 2007).16

According to Gilbert (1991), however, geneticists working on
Drosophila were quite unfamiliar with bifurcation diagrams.
Waddington used these diagrams to illustrate that genetics and
embryology are just two different ways to explain the same phe-
nomena. Thus, it is useful to establish a consistent representational
(i.e. pictorial) framework that enables scientists to relate genetic to
embryological data and to establish communication across disci-
plinary boundaries. But in order to implement his transdiciplinary
triangulation project, i.e. joint reference fixing of properties visu-
ally expressed in EL images, into practice, geneticists had to accept
this new visual framework—a concession they were not willing to
make. In addition to geneticists’ skepticism towards unifying with
a discipline they believed to be old-fashioned (see Gilbert, 1988)
and addressing different problems (Morgan, 1926), embryologists
had their own reasons to be reluctant to approach the field of
developmental genetics as well. They feared that genetics might
take over their field and questioned the existence of a genetic
mechanism explaining how different developmental fates (or cell
types) are brought about by one and the same genes (see, e.g., Lil-
lie, 1927; Spemann, 1938).

Later, Waddington’s EL images played a crucial role in his at-
tempt to integrate embryology into evolutionary biology. He used
the EL images to illustrate his concept of genetic assimilation,
describing how a trait that has been environmentally induced dur-
ing development may become part of the heritable genotype of the
organism, which could then be selected.17

Eventually, Waddington’s synthesizing attempts failed for the
most part. His abstract EL-bifurcation model contradicted the
reductionist spirit of the time in molecular genetics and to this
14 Waddington shared this interest in welding biological disciplines with other member
1931).

15 On the history of bifurcation diagrams in embryology, see Gilbert (1991).
16 Especially in his early embryological studies (see, e.g., Waddington, 1932) Waddingto

chap. 4), since it allows for standardized comparisons of experimental results. However, it i
static typological thinking (Love, 2009, 2010)—disadvantages Waddington was likely tryin

17 For Waddington’s depiction of the process of genetic assimilation in a series of EL ima
18 Thus, images stimulating visual thought do not have to conform to conventional picto

made extensive use of in Tools for Thought (1977a). This book contains pictures (see, e.g., Fi
the viewer’s imagination (see Waddington, 1977a, p. xiii). Interestingly, this fashion of unco
2011; Jablonka & Lamb, 2005).
day his concept of genetic assimilation has been largely neglected
by evolutionary biologists.

4.3. Creativity tools

Can images play a part in the introduction of concepts and in
theory formation? What are the ‘‘gifts from art to science’’ (Wadd-
ington, 1970, p. 241) besides visualization? Waddington outlines
the creative action of art (especially painting) in science as follows:

[I]t would be a mistake to see the traffic between art and sci-
ence as a one-way affair. Science, of course, cannot expect to
learn scientific truths from the production of artists, any more
than the latter can get much profit from merely taking over
superficial appearances or intellectual concepts from science.
But science is something more than a collection of conceptual
or practical results. It is also an activity; and its practice
involves, as a very important part, the exercise of the faculties
of insightful perception of natural phenomena and of the imagina-
tive creation of new concepts. These are not processes which pro-
ceed exclusively, or even mainly, on the verbal plane.
(Waddington, 1970, p. 241, emphasis added)

Images offer a non-verbal understanding of the phenomena under
study that, in certain circumstances, can have advantages over
conventional (i.e. verbally expressed) modes of understanding:
‘‘Painters have the advantage that, since words are not the medium
in which they work, the adequacy of their verbally expressible
understanding of the modern world does not really come into ques-
tion’’ (Waddington, 1970, p. 4).

Waddington tries to specify the mental activity presumably in-
volved in artistic creation by referring to Albert Einstein’s reflec-
tions on visual thought (see Einstein, 1954 [1945], pp. 142–143)
and Hadamard’s (1954 [1945]) The Psychology of Invention in the
Mathematical Field. He was convinced that the recombination of
different mental images—i.e. Einstein’s so called ‘‘associative play’’
(Einstein, 1954 [1945], p. 142)—precedes and guides verbal fixa-
tion of ideas in theory formation. In scientific practice, pictures,
like the EL drawings, can be regarded both as manifestations and
stimulating devices of this mental process.

According to Hadamard, (artistic) activities not directly linked
to the phenomenon or problem of interest can help the ‘‘scientist
to loosen the joints of his psyche’’ (Waddington, 1970, p. 242). In
science, this procedure may lead to the introduction of a spontane-
ous idea and/or a ‘‘new ‘landscape of thought’’’ (Waddington, 1970,
p. 119), i.e. a new perspective on the problem under study. In addi-
tion, Waddington emphasizes that looking at paintings (this in-
cludes scientific images as well) that put ‘‘challenges to the
imagination’’ (Waddington, 1977a, p. 97) is highly suited for a sci-
entist to ‘‘‘roll the bones’ of his ideas’’ (Waddington, 1970, p. 242)
and to come up with new research questions and hypotheses.18

Especially when dealing with complex phenomena—where, e.g.
‘‘modern mathematics, powerful though it is, remains rather help-
less’’ (Waddington, 1977a, p. 103)—scientists are well-advised to
initially catch hold of these phenomena by ‘drawing’ a visual
thought and, if possible, a real-life image.
s of the Theoretical Biology Club, like Needham (1931) and Woodger (1930a, 1930b,

n makes extensive use of this procedure of developmental staging (see Minelli, 2003,
s also a recipe for distorting reasoning about ontogeny by introducing idealization and
g to circumvent by adding branched-track diagrams to his representational toolkit.
ges, see Waddington (1957, p. 167).
rial forms of expression, known, e.g., from intellectual books—a feature Waddington
g. 4) painted by Yolanda Sonnabend in rather artistic fashion, which should stimulate
nventional illustration reappraises in contemporary epigenetics (see Gissis & Jablonka,
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4.4. Modeling tools

Through Waddington’s philosophical work we get a broad idea
of how he conceived of the creative function of EL images to initi-
ate conceptualization. As will be shown now, Waddington addi-
tionally used his landscape images as heuristic tools to
coordinate and ‘canalize’ methodological strategies and modeling
efforts.

If scientists want to investigate an unknown, developing com-
plex system like an organism during embryogenesis, according to
Waddington, they should ask themselves ‘How do we find out
what the shape of the landscape (representing the system’s prop-
erties x1–xn) looks like?’. To answer this question he adopts a
mathematical modeling technique, called ‘ravines method’, devel-
oped by the Russian mathematicians Gel’fand and Tsetlin (1962,
1971 [1966], 1973 [1969]).19 The ‘ravines method’ should guide for-
malizing the complex dynamics of the human nervous system (e.g.
neural locomotor-development) by minimizing a function of many
variables describing this system. Therefore Gel’fand and Tsetlin as-
sume that the variables are organized in such a way that they shape
a long ravine. The value of the function is regarded as the elevation
of a surface and the minimum lies somewhere along this ravine.20

Waddington reinterpreted the ‘ravines method’ by drawing on
his EL framework. He claimed that the stability characteristics of
a complex system can be (experimentally) investigated and quan-
titatively grasped by means of his late image of an EL-attractor
surface (see Fig. 4) as follows: At first, the landscape topography
is drawn rather fuzzy and the hills and valleys are hard to distin-
guish. At this early stage, two exploration methodologies, de-
scribed by Gel’fand and Tsetlin, have to be adopted by the
investigator in order to proceed to a more exact drawing: these
strategies are called ‘local exploration’ and ‘jump in the dark’ (see
Waddington, 1977a, pp. 113–114).

(i) ‘Local exploration’: The scientist carefully ‘scans’ the surface
of a developmental ravine or valley through slightly altering
the system in various ways—‘‘[w]e can think of our actions
as going out into the landscape for the same distance in
every direction from where we stand, thus describing a cir-
cle’’ (Waddington, 1977a, p. 113).21 Then, different responses
of the system can be observed depending on the ‘directions’ of
perturbation (e.g. whether pushes are directed ‘uphill’ or
‘downhill’). Up next, the explorer should take small steps
(i.e. time intervals) towards the direction in which the system
can be altered most easily (i.e. ‘downhill’) and repeat the per-
turbation procedure. Once he has reached the bottom of the
valley, changes of the system become difficult in all directions.
This exploration method guided by an (initially less exact) EL
image enables one to deduce the course and the topography of
the valley (i.e. the stability characteristics of one potential
developmental fate of the system). In order to explore other
potential developmental slopes one has to adopt a second
strategy:

(ii) ‘Jump in the dark’: The scientist explores other valleys by
(experimentally) changing some quite different aspect of
the system. Therefore he makes a large ‘jump’, which hope-
fully carries him to the opposite hillside of the developmen-
19 Waddington’s obvious interest in catastrophe theory overshadows the fact that he was
his EL images applicable to developing systems. In the late 1960s, Dusa McDuff, Waddi
introduced her father to Gel’fand and Tsetlin’s ravines method (by translating for him
Waddington closely tied this approach to his attractor surface image of the EL.

20 Gel’fand and Tsetlin understand this mathematical modeling approach as a tool to orga
and methodologies. In particular, they hope, as Peter H. Greene puts it, that ‘‘[it] may beco
systems’’ (Gel’fand & Tsetlin 1973 [1969], p. xi).

21 Waddington does not describe in detail how the alterations of a complex system’s d
experimental manipulation (e.g. through environmental induction and/or genetic manipu
tal track yet explored (see Waddington, 1977a, pp. 113–
114). Then, strategy (i) comes into force anew to trace the
course of this new slope.

As Waddington’s interpretation of the ‘ravines method’ shows,
an EL image may be used as a visual framework to continuously
coordinate methodological strategies, like experimental manipula-
tion, regarding research on yet mostly unknown (complex) phe-
nomena. These images should enable scientists to locate and thus
to spatially distinguish exploration methods applied. Here, both
procedures, drawing an (precise and quantified) EL surface—i.e.
locating the landscape’s topographical properties in state space
and formally describing the attractor surface in a mathematical
model—and collecting data ‘somewhere on the surface’, for
example, through experimental research, proceed in a deeply
intertwined fashion. Once this exploration process is completed
the final EL-attractor surface image can assume the function of
visualizing the developing system under study.

Despite the vagueness introduced into scientific research prac-
tice by applying EL images, we have to acknowledge that Wadding-
ton’s rather unorthodox ‘visual metaphor-strategy’ is not
downplaying the complexity of a system’s overall behavior. It
rather tries to give the scientist an ‘‘intuitive understanding’’
(Waddington, 1977a, p. 112) of the overall system by means of
ostension-based reference making (i.e. by localizing the system’s
properties on an image). Such a reference mediated by an EL image
should enable the scientist to make ‘contact’ with the unknown for
the first time. Despite the vagueness of this first contact, the highly
versatile EL images hold sufficient heuristic capacity to initiate
innovative investigations and to guide formal description and
quantification of the system’s properties.

5. First impact: mathematization of the epigenetic landscape

During his lifetime Waddington was not able to establish a de-
fined school as his legacy. His work did not have a more direct im-
pact on biologists due to at least two reasons (for more, see
Peterson, 2011): During the rise of molecular biology his White-
headian interest in processes and networks rather than discrete
‘things’, as well as his most famous EL model, were not considered
in line with the thinking of the time. In addition, his work does not
conform to textbook standards in biology. As Patrick Murray, a col-
league of Waddington in the early 1930s, once noted, reading
Waddington’s books is like ‘‘wading through mud up to the arm-
pits’’ (quoted in Hall, 1992, p. 116), which makes them ‘‘too stim-
ulating, too wide-ranging and too speculative to be the ideal
[biological] textbooks’’ (Robertson, 1977, p. 595).

However, outside of biology, his reception—highlighting his EL
images—started immediately in the late 1960s, by mathematicians
interested in formally describing the dynamic processes of embry-
onic development. In contrast to later pictorial traditions across
the life sciences, discussed in the following section, this first im-
pact of Waddington’s work (initiated by himself) is best docu-
mented—especially in the case of the French mathematician René
Thom (see Aubin, 2004; Franceschelli, 2011 [2006]; Woodcock,
1978). Since the late 1960s, the Field Medal winner Thom became
internationally known for his work on differential topology and in
on watch for other mathematical accounts suitable to provide a formalized version of
ngton’s daughter and a trained mathematician, met Israel Gelf’and in Moscow. She
their Russian written papers; McDuff, personal communication). In his late work

nize a mostly unknown phenomenon-to-be-explained and to derive new hypotheses
me applicable to the [experimental] study of large-scale systems, including biological

ynamics should be carried out. We may, however, understand this procedure as the
lation) of a biological system.



Fig. 5. Thom’s original geographical ‘catastrophe landscape’. The river valleys represent, so to speak, ‘basins of attraction’ (A1–A4). The basins of rivers are separated by
structurally stable watershed lines or mountain ranges (AB, CD).
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particular for his development of catastrophe theory, i.e. the math-
ematics of sudden change.

As described above, Waddington was highly interested in for-
malizing his EL model (see Goodwin, 2008; Waddington, 1974).
In order to intensify the dialogue between biology and (applied)
mathematics he invited mathematicians like Thom, Christopher
Zeeman and Stuart Kauffman to a series of meetings on theoretical
biology at Lake Como in Italy between 1966 and 1970. As a conse-
quence, especially Thom had intensive correspondence with
Waddington, while developing his topological catastrophe ap-
proach to describe discontinuities like neurulation arising in
embryonic development (Thom, 1968, 1969, 1975 [1972]).22

Thom’s major idea was to develop a mathematical theory of
morphogenesis (especially of cell differentiation) based on struc-
tural stability analysis by topology and differential equations in or-
der to derive a generalized ‘potential surface’ from dynamical
systems.23 He uses qualitative structural stability analysis of a sys-
tem’s behavior during its transition (associated with the creation
and annihilation of singular equilibrium states) in multidimensional
state-space. Then, regions in state-space where flow tends to con-
verge (i.e. stable equilibrium states), called ‘attractors’, or where it
tends to diverge, called ‘repellors’, are topologically represented.
Small regions of structural instability where changes in parameters
across this region may result in a special event, Thom labeled ‘catas-
trophe’. Such a catastrophe (i.e. a shift in the landscape’s qualitative
form by coalescence of a peak with a valley, resulting in the annihi-
lation of the later), can be visualized as a ‘ball’ on a surface jumping
across regions where no equilibrium points are defined to a new sta-
ble ‘equilibrium region’ (i.e. a different valley).

Thom’s topological work is deeply inspired by Waddington’s
drawings: His first ‘catastrophe landscape’ images show remark-
able similarities with Waddington’s mountainous landscapes (see
Fig. 5; Thom, 1969, p. 316, original figure slightly changed accord-
ing to Woodcock, 1978, p. 393). Drawing such landscapes helped
Thom to develop a mathematical language without losing sight
of the visually represented structural stability characteristics of
biological form he was particularly interested in. However, he
22 Thom’s book Stabilité Structurelle et Morphogenèse (1975 [1972]) was introduced by a
23 Later, Thom (1975 [1972]) proposed that his mathematical approach could be used to

breaking of a wave). For his catastrophe theory of semiotics, see Bundgaard & Stjernfelt (2
24 Later, Zeeman (1977) applied Thom’s approach in highly diverse fields (e.g. animal beha

several Thomian catastrophe landscape drawings, however, without explicit reference to
25 A landscape image counts as a ‘new’ or ‘modified’ EL image, iff (i) the author makes exp

modified) EL image and (ii) it shows basic characteristics of Waddington’s original images (
The latter condition helps especially in distinguishing post-Waddingtonian EL images from

26 For an exception, see Fagan’s (2012) work on EL images in contemporary stem cell bi
was skeptical of whether his mathematical model and its pictorial
counterparts enable biologists to derive quantitative analysis meth-
odologies (Thom, 1968). Nevertheless, he considered his approach
as a helpful tool, i.e. a modeling practice, organizing data in a
formalized structure (by subsuming it to a simple set of possible
discontinuous changes) and offering qualitative explanations.24

6. The epigenetic landscape images in the course of time

When interest in catastrophe theory came to an abrupt end in
the late 1970s, the use of Waddington’s pictorial tradition seemed
to have reached an impasse. However, after around 15 years being
buried in oblivion, his visual metaphor was rediscovered and has
been widely distributed ever since.

6.1. Survey on post-Waddingtonian traditions

Although Waddington intuitively envisioned the heuristic
capacity of his EL images (which he explored throughout his ca-
reer), he could not foresee the various pictorial traditions he set
to work throughout the life sciences. Until today several new lines
of tradition emerged with dozens of accounts applying these land-
scape images, i.e. Waddington’s originals or modified versions, to a
variety of phenomena.25 Considering the amount of accounts using
EL images and the lack of historical and philosophical analysis of this
phenomenon,26 questions instantly arise about how—especially
according to which criteria—one might grasp or categorize these
findings.

A discipline-based classification might be a good first step to
approach this field: EL images appear in as highly diverse disci-
plines as developmental, systems and stem cell biology, evolution-
ary biology, (applied) mathematics, developmental psychology,
psychology, economics, science and technology studies (STS) and
cultural anthropology. For a survey of EL images in these disci-
plines, see Table 1 (Appendix). Scientists in these diverse fields
draw on Waddington’s images due to different reasons and the
reception within these scientific communities proceeds quite
foreword written by Waddington.
describe highly diverse animate and inanimate systems (e.g. mental states and the

010).
vior, cognitive sciences, physics, engineering, political science and sociology). He uses

Waddington and/or his EL images; see, e.g., Zeeman (1972, 1989).
licit reference to Waddington and/or to some other author’s work using an (original or
e.g. a landscape with a gradient, a ball, and multiple pathways or basins of attraction).

other non-EL topographies (e.g. fitness landscape images).
ology.



Fig. 6. EL images showing (A) cell differentiation, (B) reprogramming, (C) de- and transdifferentiation of cells. (B) and (C) show ‘anti-gravitational’ (i.e. experimentally
induced) processes. (B) During pluripotent reprogramming, induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells (grey ball) are formed. (C) A mature cell is dedifferentiated or rejuvenated
into a progenitor stage (grey ball) and directly transdifferentiated into another mature cell (white ball).

Fig. 7. An EL of behavioral and cognitive development in children. Each line
forming the surface represents a particular moment in child development with a
specific range of developmental possibilities. The lines’ configurations are deter-
mined by the history of the system, the motivational and intentional state of the
child, constraining social and physical factors, and so on. The depth of a line
represents the stability of the system at a particular point in time. (Reproduced
with permission from The MIT Press).
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differently (it could peter out quite quickly or lively spread without
intermission, emerge during Waddington’s lifetime or arise only
recently). Let us take a closer look at the literature and the contexts
of application of EL images listed in Table 1 to illustrate these
findings:

The literature using EL images in developmental biology is
grouped around the notion of epigenetics. However, landscape
images appear within Waddington’s own working domain of
embryonic development (e.g. Striedter, 1998), i.e. ‘old-school’ epi-
genetics, as well as in current work on the role of epigenetic (in the
modern sense of the word: non-genetic regulatory) factors in
development, e.g. in nutritional epigenetics (e.g. Waterland,
2006). The reception of EL images in biology achieves its highest le-
vel to date in contemporary stem cell biology,27 especially in the
work of Sui Huang and colleagues (e.g. Huang, 2011; Huang, Ernberg,
& Kauffman, 2009). Here, it enables distinguishing intuitively the
two sub-fields of cell differentiation and cell reprogramming
(including different experimentally induced processes of the latter)
by the movement direction of the ball on an EL surface (downhill,
uphill, across hills; see Fig. 6; Zhou & Melton, 2008, p. 383, original
figure slightly changed).

EL images in evolutionary biology particularly emerge in those
papers (standing in the tradition of Waddington’s efforts to unite
genetics, embryology and evolutionary biology), which emphasize
the importance of strengthening a developmental perspective in
evolutionary research, i.e. evolutionary developmental biology
(evo–devo; e.g. Jamniczky et al., 2010) and epigenetic systems
dynamics approaches (e.g. Huang, 2012a).

Outside of biology these landscape pictures leave their mark as
well: In developmental psychology concepts and language of
dynamical systems theory have been invoked to describe EL
images (e.g. Thelen & Smith, 1998). Here, especially one modified
EL image developed by Thelen and Smith (1994, p. 318), shown
in Fig. 7, has initiated its own pictorial tradition. It has been used
intensively in diverse areas such as loco-motor development (e.g.
Spencer & Perone, 2008), development of emotion (Thelen & Smith,
1994) and language development (Evans, 2008; Muchisky, Gershk-
off-Stowe, Cole, & Thelen, 1996). In psychology EL images have been
applied on the human motivation system (West, 2006).

Furthermore, these images can be found in sociology, science and
technology studies (STS) and in economics: In his lesser known later
work, Waddington (1977a, pp. 114–116) himself applied EL images
to the social world. This field of application recently has been
rediscovered by Eva Jablonka and colleagues (Tavory, Jablonka, &
Ginsburg, 2012; Tavory, Jablonka, & Ginsburg, in press). This usage
of EL images in cultural anthropology is likely inspired by Jab-
lonka’s studies of the history of epigenetics (Jablonka & Lamb,
27 As will be shown below, systems biology approaches using EL images are closely link
28 Publications including modified EL images may also contain Waddington’s originals. Ho

of a process of pictorial modification.
2002; Jablonka & Lamb, 2005). In Witold Kwasnicki’s work in STS
(Kwasnicka & Kwasnicki, 1986) and economics (Kwasnicki, 2003),
EL images play an important part. In addition, they appear in stud-
ies on sustainability of technological innovations (e.g. Larssaether
& Nijhof, 2009). EL images in (applied) mathematics are a special
case, since, as illustrated above, Waddington himself made signif-
icant contributions to initiating this tradition.

Interestingly, EL images are sometimes used without referring
to their inventor, Waddington, nor to their original fields of appli-
cation (e.g. Jelsma, 2003; Kugler, 1986), which makes it quite diffi-
cult to trace these pictures. Furthermore, within these new EL
traditions adoptions of Waddington’s original landscape images
(e.g. Larssaether & Nijhof, 2009; McGhee, 2007; Stent, 1978) are
less common than pictorial modifications of ELs (e.g. Fisher & Mer-
kenschlager, 2010; Saunders & Kubal, 1989; Tavory et al., in press;
Thelen 1995; Thom, 1969; Yamanaka, 2009).28

Why do so many authors using EL images tend to modify them?
To answer this question let us consider one examples of pictorial
ed to investigations in stem cell biology.
wever, as will be described below, these original images often mark the starting point



Fig. 8. Cell differentiation and reprogramming depicted as pathways on an EL
attractor surface in state space. Inner lines = cell differentiation pathways; outer
lines = reprogramming pathways; a = developmental reaction; x = expression level
of an underlying two-gene regulatory network, which determines cell fate decision;
U = height of potential landscape (U is inversely related to the probability landscape
P: U = �lnP). (Reproduced with permission from the National Academy of Sciences
of the United States of America).
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modification: In the field of stem cell differentiation and repro-
gramming, Wang, Zhang, Xu, and Wang (2011) initially refer to
EL originals to make themselves aware of characteristics Wadding-
ton’s images do or do not fit regarding the explanandum phenom-
enon. For example, these images do not distinguish between
pathways of differentiation and reprogramming, which is
important in order to represent the irreversibility of developmen-
tal pathways. Therefore, Wang et al. (2011) develop their own
pictorial EL version, depicted in Fig. 8 (Wang et al., 2011, p.
8260), which enables them to intuitively grasp this crucial feature.
This process is described above as ostensive reference making with
the object-to-be-explained. Then, based on the characteristics of
the modified landscape image a conceptual (and formal) frame-
work can be developed.

As this case illustrates, modification of EL images are often
made in order to better fit an explanandum phenomenon and to
intuitively capture its crucial features via ostensive reference fix-
ing. However, a dichotomous classification of approaches using
EL images based on the criterion of pictorial modification is any-
thing but a precise tool for neither historical nor philosophical
analyses. Thus, a more fine-grained view on these pictorial tradi-
tions, which considers the functional roles EL images play within
their context of application, will be provided hereafter.

6.2. Methodological roles of new epigenetic landscape images

To get an idea why EL images are so widely used in the sciences
I propose a methodological and functional analysis of these appli-
cations based on the diverse manners of use Waddington provided
for his original landscape images.

Like in the case of Waddington himself, many of these pictures
emerge in (new) research fields characterized by the attempt to
introduce a conceptual framework to yet rudimentarily understood
phenomena. Here, scientists aim to ‘‘present a useful conceptual
framework to organize, analyze and communicate observations
made’’ (Huang, 2009a, p. 3853). Introducing EL images may, thus,
provide coarse-grained models for not-yet fully understood
attributes of the phenomena-to-be-explained. These organizing
and conceptualizing efforts may proceed by establishing pictorial
traditions, which constrain acceptable hypotheses, exclude alterna-
tive modeling approaches (e.g. single-causal models of loco-motor
development; see Thelen & Smith, 1994) and thus bias explanation
in different fields of research.

This usage of post-Waddingtonian EL images will be spelled out
in more detail by referring to the range of application Waddington
allowed for his originals: He used EL images (i) for visualization
reasons, (ii) to establish transdisciplinary communication, (iii) as
creative stimulus, and (iv) to guide experimental strategies and
(mathematical) modeling efforts. These known methodological
roles that EL images play within Waddington’s work provide a nat-
ural framework to investigate how and why scientists continue to
use his images throughout the sciences. This investigation culmi-
nates in the question of whether scientists (although working in
highly diverse research fields) use EL images in the same functional
manner as envisioned by Waddington, or whether they developed
new heuristic roles. By providing some examples, I show that these
new pictorial traditions lay the foundation of Waddington’s widely
spread methodological legacy.
6.2.1. New visualization landscapes
Of course, some post-Waddingtonian applications of EL images

occur due to reason of visualizing theoretical concepts or the phe-
nomena under study. For example, landscape images are used to
visualize development of neural stem cells (Gräff, Kim, Dobbin, &
Tsai, 2011), cell fate switching (Ingber, 2003), developmentally
possible and impossible regions of morphospace (McGhee, 2007),
the role of epigenetic factors in the aging process (Kahn & Fraga,
2009) and language development (Evans, 2008). In addition, they
are introduced to illustrate the dogma of irreversibility of cell dif-
ferentiation (Niemann, Tian, King, & Lee, 2008) and the importance
of catastrophe theory concepts for modeling movement patterns
(Kugler, 1986). Interestingly, methodological strategies are also
visualized by landscape images (e.g. experimental reprogramming
practices are represented by ‘uphill’ pathways on an EL surface; see
Takahashi, 2012; Zhou & Melton, 2008). In order to claim rightfully
the visualizing power of an EL image, knowledge (or the scientists’
confidence in knowledge) of the issue-to-be-visualized has to be
advanced to the point that a straightforward representational rela-
tionship between the phenomenon or concept and the image can
be assumed.

As one might anticipate, considering the variety of heuristic
roles EL images play in Waddington’s work, pictorial traditions of
(modified) EL images emerge not only due to visualization pur-
poses. Instead, these landscape images are often introduced by
authors interested in modeling and theory construction rather
than by those simply presenting well-assured empirical facts or
precisely delineated concepts. In the field of human motor devel-
opment, for example, Karl M. Newell and colleagues (Newell, Liu,
& Mayer-Kress, 2003) emphasize that using EL images as a guiding
bundle of (rather vague) notions and beliefs enables intuitively
capturing a relevant set of concepts:

The Waddington (1957) landscape shown in Fig. 2A [i.e. an
attractor surface EL image similar to Fig. 4] is a metaphor for
development and its message through image captures some of
the basic properties of a dynamical systems approach to devel-
opment. This is the case with respect to concepts such as stabil-
ity and instability, pathway of change in the landscape, and that
the landscape changes over time. (Newell et al., 2003, p. 457,
emphasis added)

Then this ‘picture-bound’ set of concepts can easily be transferred
to a variety of objects in order to structure and organize them as
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well as to promote accompanying conceptualization processes. I
will now turn to those heuristic roles transcending the function of
visualization, which are central for post-Waddingtonian EL images.

6.2.2. New transdisciplinary landscapes
The purpose of establishing transdisciplinary communication is

the standard ‘non-visualization’ heuristic role attributed by histo-
rians and philosophers of science to EL images.29 Evolutionary biol-
ogists are especially interested in renewing Waddington’s (failed)
attempt to unite developmental and evolutionary biology in the
new livery of evo–devo tie in with EL images. Striedter (1998,
2003), for example, develops a new notion of homology, so called
‘epigenetic homology’, guided by using EL images. This notion is in-
tended to be consistent with phylogenetic and developmental con-
cepts of homology. The central idea is that ‘‘[p]hylogeny may [. . .]
be visualized as a succession of epigenetic landscapes in which
recurring valleys represent homologous characters’’ (Striedter,
1998, p. 224). This series of EL images depicting successive ontoge-
nies should facilitate identification of homologies due to comparing
the landscapes’ specific topographical structures—both on an onto-
genetic and phylogenetic time-scale. Here, Waddington’s images
are introduced in order to constitute a new ‘landscape of thought’,
or a new ‘‘way of thinking about morphological homology’’ (Stried-
ter, 2003, p. 287). This new ‘pictorial framework’ should enable biol-
ogists from distinct sub-disciplines—developmental and
evolutionary biology—to identify and compare characters via non-
definitional, ostensive reference fixing and, hence, to exchange
new hypotheses of potential homology.

According to Melinda B. Fagan (2012), similar transdisciplinary
communication efforts can be found in recent stem cell and sys-
tems biology approaches. These disciplines overlap in explaining
cell development (especially cell differentiation and reprogram-
ming; see e.g. Huang, 2011; MacArthur, Ma’ayan, & Lemischka,
2009).30 Since both explanatory projects are in early stages, joining
forces seems to be worth a try. However, they contrast in methods
used. While stem cell biologists’ predominant method is experimen-
tal manipulation of cells and tissues, systems biologists’ prefer math-
ematical modeling. Therefore, systems biologists’ communication
efforts can be described as follows:

Using permissively simplifying and pedagogically intuitive pic-
tures, we hope to open the eyes of experimental biologists not
familiar with dynamical systems to a set of principles that will
benefit our thinking about the sources of stability and flexibility
of cellular states. (Huang, 2009b, p. 547, emphasis added)

As Fagan (2012) points out, these two groups of biologists trying to
combine concrete experiments and mathematical models are well-
advised to introduce EL images, since—as Waddington already
knew—they might be a useful tool for unification. In accordance
with Waddington’s and Striedter’s idea to constitute a ‘pictorial
framework’, ‘‘stem cell biologists invoke Waddington’s landscape
[. . .] when considering the upshot of collective community effort’’
(Fagan, 2012, p. 201, emphasis added). Fagan describes three dis-
tinct uses of EL images in ‘systemic’ stem cell biology (see, e.g.,
Figs. 6 and 10) involved in establishing transdisciplinary communi-
cation and comparing research data and methods:

(i) visualizing shared background assumptions (e.g. assuming
an undifferentiated starting point, the potential to develop
29 For this role of Waddington’s original pictures, see Gilbert (1991); for this role of mor
30 ‘Systems biology’, hereafter, refers to the group of accounts developed by stem cell bi
31 For a pictorial example of usage-type (iii), see Hochedlinger & Plath (2009, p. 510).
32 In addition to these EL images used to overcome transdisciplinary hurdles, new bran

stimulate communication and exchange of methods across disciplinary boundaries. René Th
of these ‘pre-EL’ images. For Thom’s BTDs, see Thom (1972, p. 80; 1983a [1972], p. 216; 1
along multiple trajectories, and stable terminally differenti-
ated end states of a developing system),

(ii) expressing generalizations about reprogramming experi-
ments (i.e. each ‘up-hill’- or ‘across-hills’-arrow on the land-
scape represent many different experiments, which enables
categorizing types of methodologies),

(iii) correlating measurements of molecular state (e.g. defined by
epigenetic determinants of gene expression) and develop-
mental potential (e.g. totipotent or unipotent states) in stem
cell experiments.31

Thus, the usage of EL images in stem cell biology is based on the
principles of exchanging across disciplinary ‘ridges’ basic views on
the phenomena-to-be-explained by ‘‘putting diverse methods and
results literally ‘on the same page.’’’ (Fagan, 2012, p. 210). This
analysis captures very well what has been described as a ‘pictorial
framework’ promoting transdisciplinary research.

For stem cell and systems biologists the EL images’ specific uni-
fying function is to mediate between mathematical cellular
systems models and reprogramming experimentation (i.e.
between diverse background assumptions, methods, and results
not between full-blown theories) in order to establish a new inter-
disciplinary community, which collectively pursues a single
explanatory strategy, namely precise mechanistic explanation:

[T]he two sides of Waddington’s landscape coincide with each
approach’s explanatory role. Cellular systems models express
hypotheses about underlying molecular networks, while stem
cell experiments [represented by up-hill- or across-ridges-path-
ways on the landscape] articulate the phenomena to be
explained. Predictions from the former are tested against data
from the latter, and insofar as they match, cell developmental
phenomena are explained. (Fagan, 2012, p. 205, emphasis
added)

According to Fagan, especially for experimental approaches EL
images play a crucial heuristic role, although they by themselves
are neither predictive nor explanatory. She claims that an EL image
‘‘is a device for coordinating them [i.e. experiments], framing gen-
eralizations, and indicating possible explanations‘‘ (Fagan, 2012, p.
210, emphasis added). I will return to this special coordination
potential of post-Waddingtonian EL images in experimentation in
detail below (see Section 6.2.4).

These examples show that Waddington’s idea for promoting
transdisciplinary communication and research by means of EL
images has survived in diverse fields of research.32

6.2.3. New creativity landscapes
Scientific practice in general, and model building and theory

construction in particular, undoubtedly necessitate creativity.
However, like in art, stimulating and releasing creativity can some-
times be an exceedingly difficult task. Waddington knew that very
well, so he invoked his EL images as ‘creativity tools’ to face this
challenge. In the same way, many pictorial EL traditions consider
these images as central for stimulating the viewer’s imagination
and introducing new ways of looking at things. These creative acts
may hopefully lead to new hypotheses and methodologies as well
as formerly overlooked conceptual approaches. Huang (2009a), for
example, emphasizes the creative potential of EL images to open
up a new perspective on well-known, but often neglected
e recent EL images in stem cell biology, see Fagan (2012).
ologists invoking a system perspective on cellular development.

ched-track diagrams (BTDs) similar to Waddington’s originals have been applied to
om, for example, visualizes similarities between linguistics and embryology by means
983b [1980], pp. 155–156).



Fig. 9. A social-developmental landscape showing two socio-cultural fields of
trajectories (A, B) on which groups of individuals develop along. For further
description, see text.
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phenomena, like noise (or heterogeneity) in cell differentiation:
‘‘The epigenetic landscape [applied to cell differentiation phenom-
ena] offers a new vista on the dynamics of non-genetic heterogene-
ity and their biological consequences’’ (Huang, 2009a, p. 3861,
emphasis added).

Developing EL images with ‘rugged’ surfaces enables him to
newly grasp the phenomenon under study—sub-attractors on the
surface are used to represent (micro-) heterogeneity of cell types.
Then, this novel image-based change of perspective enables recon-
ceptualizing the phenomenon under study: The notion of noise in
cell differentiation is now being replaced by the notions of macro-
heterogeneity (represented by cells in different cell-type valleys)
and micro-heterogeneity (represented by subpopulations of cells
in different sub-valleys or sub-attractors on a rugged attractor sur-
face). Additionally, from this new vista Huang derives potential
methodological consequences for biological research: ‘‘Noise is
more than just statistics that need to be averaged out‘‘ (Huang,
2009a, p. 3861).

A creative scientific task guided by EL images includes asking
questions like ‘How could phenomenon X be thought of within
the landscape framework?’, ‘Where should X be located in the
EL?’ and ‘In what spatial relation does X stand towards other path-
ways, hills and bifurcation points on the landscape?’. Using the vi-
sual metaphor of the EL as a ‘thinking device’ in this manner,
especially when dealing with mostly unknown and/or complex
phenomena, helps to facilitate and guide creative thought and to
prompt formation of hypotheses in a much easier way than seeking
for creativity by visual thought alone.

Iddo Tavory, Simona Ginsburg and Eva Jablonka (Tavory et al.,
2012, in press) rely on the creative potential of EL images in the
field of cultural anthropology. They introduce landscape images
to research on urban poverty and Jewish orthodox neighborhood-
life, to tempt sociologists and cultural anthropologists to ask
different questions than they are used to ask, and to open up a
comparative pictorial framework. This framework constitutes basic
conditions for how to think of stabilization and change of human
socio-cultural phenomena.

The authors aim at developing—this includes drawing—a, as
they call it, ‘social-developmental landscape’ (SDL). As the project’s
starting point, they look at EL images in order to stimulating visual
thought: ‘‘We take Waddington’s visual landscape model as a point
of departure for describing and making sense of the dynamics of
stability of social outcomes’’ (Tavory et al., in press, p. 314, empha-
sis added). By putting ‘challenges to the imagination’, looking at his
EL images may thus help sociologists to take notice of the
attributes of flexibility and stability in socio-cultural life. Due to
reasons of complexity, these initially rather fuzzy ideas can easier
be grasped by means of an SDL image (see Fig. 9; Tavory et al., in
press, p. 316).

Within this process of developing a purpose-built SDL image,
Waddington’s original images serve as a corrective factor for think-
ing about necessary features of the SDL. For example, it has to be a
landscape of lower-profile on which individuals (as part of groups)
follow and construct multiple ‘socio-cultural’ trajectories:

[T]he pegs and guy ropes [in Waddington’s image of the EL-
underside, depicted in this paper as well] in our schema are
both causal and constitutive: they are not separate from the
landscape itself, they make up the ‘‘hills’’ and ‘‘valleys’’ and
are not external causal factors. The social landscapes in
Fig. 14.2 [i.e. Fig. 9] are therefore sculpted up from the network
(the interacting factors are not underlying it or overlying it), like
a fisherman’s net which is crunched up and modeled into a 3-D
33 For some of these and other questions, see, e.g., Tavory et al. (2012, p. 674).
landscape shape. (Tavory et al., in press, p. 314–315, emphasis
in original)

Like in Einstein’s ‘associative play’-method, looking at EL images
can give rise to questions like ‘How should the parts of Waddington
original images (landscape surface, ball, pegs and guy ropes) be
recomposed in order to fit certain characteristics of the phenome-
non under study?’. This recomposition procedure can lead to new
modified EL drawings (like the SDL image) and/or help to generate
new ‘mental pictures’ (e.g. the ‘fisherman’s net’ metaphor). For Tav-
ory et al. (2012, in press), however, the main creative value of EL
images is to introduce new research questions and hypotheses to
the social sciences. These questions may include ‘How can individ-
uals shape the landscape’s topography by their actions?’, ‘What is
the strength of ‘social canalization’ for different phenomena?’,
‘Where does social interactions take place within the image?’ or
‘How do the dynamics of the social phenomenon look like, i.e. what
constitutes the regulatory nature of stabilizing social interactions
occurring at each generation?’.33

Let us now turn to the fourth heuristic role of EL images, which
may be considered highly important in contemporary pictorial EL
traditions.

6.2.4. New modeling landscapes
Despite Waddington’s idea to use EL images as an artistic start-

ing point of modeling and theory formation procedures, he also in-
voked them in order to develop a systematic methodological
program of embryological experiments based on a strong formal
framework.

As illustrated above, this idea of formalizing the topographical
features presented in EL images (representing, e.g. stability charac-
teristics in cell development) found adherents in Thom and Zee-
man. However, neither Thom’s nor Zeeman’s models were
amenable to experimental practices. Thom himself considered his
approach as a method leading to an ‘‘art of models’’ that satisfies
the ‘‘fundamental epistemological need’’ to ‘‘understand by images
the basic nature of the natural processes’’ (Thom, 1969, p. 333,
emphasis added). This kind of ‘‘qualitative understanding’’ (Thom,
1969, p. 334) of dynamical systems surely convinced Waddington
to apply catastrophe terminology and its pictorial form of represen-
tation to problems of evolutionary biology (Waddington, 1974) and
embryonic development (Waddington, 1969). But yet, as discussed
above, he favored another mathematical modeling approach when
it comes to concrete methodological guidance in experimental
practices: the ‘ravines method’ of Gel’fand & Tsetlin. This two-part
topological modeling technique enabled him to implement formal-
ization and quantification of the EL visual metaphor without mak-
ing major changes to the pictorial form itself (it just necessitates
depicting the EL as an attractor surface in state space).



Fig. 10. Attractor landscape dynamics of infant motor development. (A) Waddingtonian attractor landscape of infant behavior; (B,C) attractor landscapes of the development
of infant prone progression; (A,C) time-dependent landscapes, (B) time-independent landscape. The value of the potential/stability is calculated as the sum of the influences
from all attractive modes of behavior. (B,C) The variables ‘locomotion speed’ and ‘head height’ organize the development of activities corresponding to different behavioral
attractors (i.e. the activities of lying down, chin up, creeping, sitting, standing, and walking).
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Although the use of catastrophe theory heavily declined since
the late 1970s, the visual metaphor of the EL did not die out in dif-
ferential topology modeling approaches of developing systems. It
reemerges closely bound to Thom’s concepts of attractor and basin
of attraction as a crucial component of dynamical systems ac-
counts in as diverse areas as developmental psychology (Thelen
& Smith, 1998), evolutionary biology (Saunders, 1993), systems
biology (MacArthur et al., 2009) and especially in contemporary
stem cell biology (Huang & Ingber, 2006/07; Wang et al., 2011).
Thus, while the notion of ‘catastrophe’ slowly vanished in the liter-
ature on applied mathematics, topological ideas as well as Thom’s
notion of attractors survived in terms of dynamic landscape ap-
proaches. I will now take the ‘ravines method’ and Thom’s concept
of attractor as starting points to examine the role of EL images in
post-Waddingtonian mathematical modeling efforts in the life
sciences.

First, let us consider quantification of EL images in the motor
sciences. Newell et al. (2003), for example, interested in transitions
between behavioral attractors, draw on the tradition of formalizing
phenomena of locomotor-development in humans initiated by
Gel‘fand and Tesetlin.34 Therefore they mapped classical data of pat-
terns of prone progression in infancy (e.g. lying down, walking, etc.)
onto a dynamical EL-attractor surface in state space. For three of
their EL images, see Fig. 10 (Newell et al., 2003, pp. 454, 465–466,
original figures slightly changed).

Waddington’s pictorial attractor surface version of the EL
(Fig. 10A) acts as a starting point of this approach, guiding the
development of (i) a formal model that describes ‘‘the relations be-
tween the attractor dynamics of the physical activities in the infant
movement sequence’’ (Newell et al., 2003, p. 469) and (ii) an exper-
34 For references on Gel’fand & Tsetlin’s work by developmental psychologists using EL i
35 Newell et al. choose inverted Gaussian bell-shapes for modeling depth and width of po

hills in the landscape are often called ‘potential wells’. This notion refers to the potential
imental methodology to explore and quantify specific landscapes.
Building a suitable mathematical framework to describe the stabil-
ity characteristics of infant motor development means quantifying
the potential (or stability) variable in the ‘‘metaphor landscape of
Waddington (Fig. 2A) [i.e. Fig. 10A]’’ (Newell et al., 2003, p.
457).35 This procedure leads to a more fine-grained topographical
representation of the classical patterns of infant prone progression
(see Fig. 10B and C). Once such an advanced EL image has been
drawn it serves as a tool for further more precise ostensive reference
making (e.g. by visually grasping the distance between behavioral
attractor ‘valleys’). Additionally, these images of quantified land-
scapes in state space enable scientists to intuitively estimate the
likelihood of occurrence of future topographical changes and to sys-
tematically guide experimental exploration of the landscape:

Detailed transition experiments between activity modes would
be necessary to estimate the quantitative properties of the land-
scape. For instance [. . .] from walking to standing would be less
difficult (in terms of potential barrier) than a transition from
walking to sitting.’’ (Newell et al., 2003, p. 466, emphasis added)

This experimental ‘transition’-approach mimics Waddington’s ‘EL-
ravines’-method in exploring topographical properties of an attrac-
tor landscape (e.g. depth of valleys and spatial relations between
valleys). Newell et al. seek to develop ‘‘an experimental protocol
that induces infants toswitch between activities [i.e. valleys in the
EL] in the prone progression sequence at different points in the life-
span’’ in order to ‘‘reveal the dynamical relations between activities,
their relative stability and how these relations change over time’’
(Newell et al., 2003, pp. 469–470, emphasis added). This process
of scanning the valleys and hills in ever-increasing resolution is
mages, see, e.g., Kugler (1986), Newell et al. (2003), and Thelen & Smith (1998).
tential wells (see Newell et al., 2003, Eq. (2)). In the EL-attractor surface literature the
for free energy of the physical system under study.



Fig. 11. Illustration of network dynamics of a two-gene circuit in an EL-attractor
surface image. (Left) ‘wiring diagram’ of a two-gene network (mutual inhibition of
genes A and B); (right) epigenetic landscape in two-dimensional state space. The
gene expression profiles map to points in the state space, leading to an EL surface
with two stable attractors (i.e. two distinct cell types). The arrows on the landscape
depict flow vectors in cellular development determined by the gene-network. The
landscape potential (often referred to as ‘quasi-potential’) is depicted as the
surface’s elevation being inversely related to the likelihood of occurrence of a
particular state in phase space.
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initiated and coordinated by one (at first rather vague) EL image.
Again, Waddington’s visual metaphor serves as a comparative tool
to develop and interlink formal and experimental methodologies
suitable to quantify an explanandum phenomenon.

Let us now proceed to cellular attractor landscape images in re-
cent modeling approaches in stem cell biology. Here, the title of
Wang et al.’s (2011) paper ‘Quantifying the Waddington landscape
and biological paths for development and differentiation’ outlines
the usage of EL images in these studies on cell differentiation
and reprogramming. In order to quantitatively capture the dy-
namic properties of gene regulatory networks (GRNs; this net-
works comprise all concentrations of interacting transcripts of
genes involved, as well as proteins and other molecules somehow
related) underlying phenomena of cellular development, often
simple deterministic (mathematical) models based on ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) are built. A system of ODEs should
be able to represent changes in number or concentration of each
molecule in a network over time. These network dynamics (i.e.
changes in gene expression profiles) can be visualized as develop-
mental trajectories on an EL-attractor surface, whereas each
network state maps to one point in state space. For a depiction
of this modeling method, see Fig. 11 (Huang et al., 2009, p. 872, ori-
ginal figure slightly changed).

Recently Fagan (2012) examined the heuristic value of EL
images in triangulating between distinct methodological ap-
proaches (i.e. experimental manipulation in stem cell biology and
mathematical modeling in systems biology; see above). She sug-
gests that the standard systems modeling approach using EL
images can be described by means of the schema ‘describing molec-
ular mechanism ? wiring diagram ? translation into formal repre-
sentation (ODEs) ? solutions (in formal framework) corresponding
to attractors, vectors ? landscape topography’.36 However, such a
simple bottom-up derivation of an epigenetic landscape contrasts
with the ‘programmatic’ (toy modeling-) character of this approach
to model cellular systems37:
36 ‘Solutions’ to a system of ODEs directly lead to the features a landscape exhibits in state
of variables) and the orientation of vectors, which determines whether steady-states are st
are locally stable and two are unstable.

37 Of course, there are many variants of this approach. Below, I will mainly focus on the
38 For such ‘non-mechanistic’ programmatic EL-papers, see, e.g., Bhattacharya, Zhang, & A

develop wiring diagrams of two-gene circuits based on data from a few model networks kn
addition, approaches depicting ELs for complex regulatory systems with N = thousands of g
well, since dynamic gene expression profiling by microarrays is still in the early stages.

39 For a discussion of these pictorial constrains in stem cell biologists’ formal modeling
Although biologists not used to the concepts of network dynam-
ics, state space and generalized potentials may mistake the
intuitive landscape picture for an overstretched cartoon, it
should be stressed that the landscape has a formal basis in
the theory of dynamical, non-equilibrium systems [. . .] even if
the specific details are not known yet. (Huang et al., 2009, p.
875, emphasis added)

These lines exemplify that (this group of) stem cell biologists up to
this point aim at developing an approach to construct formal mod-
els—i.e. generic/toy models—that manage stability characteristics of
dynamical systems in similar, yet quantitative fashion as EL images.
Often, a (preliminary) representative mechanistic description does
not yet exist.38 In times of limited empirical input and little knowl-
edge of mechanisms in cell differentiation, quantification of specific
dynamic phenomena has yet to come.

As these recent investigations show, based on basic work data
on a few simple gene regulatory circuits and a general systems
dynamics framework, a promising formal modeling approach can
be developed. However, it will do no harm to have some additional
heuristic tools supporting this undertaking. Having said this, I
claim that developing this new formalization procedure in stem
cell biology is in part guided by landscape images as visual correc-
tive devices: ‘‘As we continue to gather the pieces of specific infor-
mation needed to construct the GRN’s wiring diagram, we shall
hence be guided by the broad vision of systems dynamics and
the epigenetic landscape’’ (Huang et al., 2009, p. 875).

At this stage, stem cell biologists’ EL images may be understood
as placeholders (with heuristic functions in model construction)
for not yet precisely representable real-world phenomena. Of
course, the mathematical systems models obtain empirical input,
but this experimental data is matched with and screened by means
of the basic properties depicted in EL images. This ‘visual correc-
tive’ biases modeling practices: Scientists, for example, choose to
develop toy models of a specific type of gene circuit, i.e. two genes,
which can be visualized in an EL-state space (e.g. circuits with N>2
genes are not so easily visualized).39 For a schema illustrating this
constant influence of an EL image as a comparative pictorial frame-
work during the process of formal model-construction, see Fig. 12.

To underline the heuristic potential of EL images in building
models and developing research programs that systematically
guide stem cell biologists to a quantitative picture of cellular dif-
ferentiation phenomena, let us consider a second, slightly differ-
ent modeling method in this field. Bhattacharya et al. (2011)
also use the visual metaphor of the EL as a starting point to devel-
op a computed landscape of a bistable (i.e. having two attractors A
and B) two-gene regulatory network with mutual inhibition
(genes: x and y). A quasi-potential surface (i.e. the elevation rep-
resents a path-integral quasi-potential) is derived directly from
deterministic rate equations describing the dynamic behavior of
the two genes. They ‘‘use stochastic simulations to show that
the elevation [i.e. the valleys and mountains] of this computed
landscape correlates to the likelihood of occurrence of particular
cell fates’’ (Bhattacharya et al., 2011, p. 2), i.e. it correlates to sta-
ble steady states or attractors of the network. For a depiction of
this method, see Fig. 13 (Bhattacharya et al., 2011, p. 4, original
figure slightly changed).
space. These features include steady-states of variables (preventing a change in values
able attractors (where vector converge) or unstable states. In Fig. 11 two steady-states

recent work of Huang, Kauffman and colleagues.
ndersen (2011), Huang & Ingber (2006/07), and Wang et al. (2011). If at all, scientists

own to play a role in cell fate (see Zhou & Huang, 2011, p. 57; Huang, 2009b, p. 552). In
enes (see, e.g., Huang et al., 2009, p. 872) display a rather programmatic character as

approaches, see Bhattacharya et al. (2011, p. 8).



Fig. 13. Computed EL-attractor surface of a two-gene circuit’s network dynamics. (A, B) Multiple trajectories converge to the two attractors A and B (arrows). (Reproduced
with permission from BioMed Central).

Fig. 12. A comparative pictorial framework guiding the construction of formal models in stem cell biology.
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Similar to Waddington’s interpretation of the ‘ravines-method’,
here, exploring and quantifying the topographical features of the
landscape is brought about by testing multiple starting points of
trajectories. These trajectories represent distinct experimental
manipulations of the network state of the underlying gene circuit.
This procedure of exploring or scanning the landscape’s topograph-
ical features is completed by aligning the observed trajectories,
which reveals the quantified EL’s valleys—here, the two valleys
leading to the two attractors A and B.

These new modeling efforts in stem cell biology—closely bound
to the visual metaphor of the EL—are geared to develop quantita-
tively mapped landscapes, which should in the long run help to
predict the efficiency of cellular reprogramming experiments and
identify optional pathways of reprogramming.40 In other words,
by visually grasping spatially distinctness of induced pathways and
hills in ELs, methodological guidelines for reprogramming experi-
ments should intuitively be derived.

In the end, one may ask: What happens to the visual met-
aphor once it has been quantified? According to stem cell biol-
ogists using these images, the EL visual metaphor, then, simply
vanishes: ‘‘The quantitative data available [. . .] and a proper
mathematical modeling allow us to rise beyond the scope of
the metaphoric epigenetic landscape by Waddington’’ (Surkova,
Gurskiy, Reinitz, & Samsonova, 2011, p. 8, emphasis added).
This means that formalization and quantification of Wadding-
ton’s visual metaphors may lead to new EL images. However,
since the mode of ostensive reference fixing has been over-
come in the course of this transformation procedure, these
new images lose their metaphorical status. Henceforth, ‘‘[t]he
Waddington landscape is no longer a metaphor’’ (Wang
et al., 2011, p. 8260).
40 This especially refers to attempts to change the landscape (e.g. by destabilizing cells located in a certain attractor through modified expression of one gene) in order to cause
cell to ‘roll into’ a more stable different state (see Bhattacharya et al., 2011, p. 8; see also Enver, Pera, Peterson, & Andrews, 2009, p. 390).
7. Conclusion

Developmental biologists David R. Newth remarks in an obitu-
ary for Waddington: ‘‘Waddington was a very unusual man, and if
his influence on science was diffuse—he established no defined
school as a legacy—it was certainly very widely felt’’ (Newth,
1975, p. 371). Waddington’s impact in the sciences during his life
can certainly be understood to be rather diffuse and his posthu-
mous influence is often considered to look not that different. Peter-
son (2011) lists several reasons why Waddington’s work did not
have more of a direct impact onbiologists. He emphasizes, however,
that while the reception of his work until today never really gath-
ered speed in mainstream biology, contemporary approaches in
evo–devo (see, e.g., Gilbert, 2000; Jamniczky et al., 2010) draw
heavily on his experimental and theoretical studies.

As this transdiciplinary evaluation of Waddington’s EL images
shows, Waddington‘s legacy is much broader than is usually recog-
nized. We do not find it merely in biology, but rather throughout
the life sciences. However, it is a pictorial legacy, not a conceptual
one: his theoretical concept of canalization is poorly reviewed in
contemporary mainstream biology and genetic assimilation,
described by some as a ‘‘baroque hypothesis’’ (Orr, 1999, p. 344)
with a ‘‘lack of convincing examples’’ (de Jong, 2005, p. 116), still
attracts major criticism. In addition, the term ‘epigenetics’,
famously coined by him, is used in a completely different way
today (see van Speybroeck, 2002). What is, in fact, conceptually
passed on from Waddington’s work is the way how to think about
developmental processes and constitutive relations of organiza-
tion, i.e. in terms of robustness, stability, and change. This might
a
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look like a rather general conceptual contribution. However,
together with Waddington’s pictorial framework and the
procedure of ostensive reference making it serves as a powerful
tool leading to more precise concepts, models and theories.

In addition, I have argued that there is more to Waddington‘s EL
images than is yet unfolded. Despite the usually emphasized mat-
ters of usage, i.e. visualization and transdisciplinary triangulation
(see Fagan, 2012; Gilbert, 1991), further heuristic roles of EL
images—important in model building and theory formation—can
be reconstructed from his work.

The ongoing emergence of various traditions applying (different
versions of) Waddington’s images is not a phenomenon of random
reappearance. In fact these new EL approaches are deeply rooted in
Waddington’s work—albeit, in his methodological work, rather
than in his conceptual work. His visual metaphor, being passed
on through the decades and transcending disciplinary boundaries
can be considered as a tool box of methodologies unfolding their
heuristic potential in the course of application. The new classifica-
tory framework developed here helps to sort the content of this box
Table 1
A discipline-based classification of post-Waddingtonian landscape approaches in the life s

Discipline Author

Developmental biology Chittka, Wurm, and Chittka (2012)
Gräff et al. (2011)
Held (1992)
Kahn and Fraga (2009)
Landecker (2011)
McGrath, Hannan, and Gibson (2011)
Nicol-Benoît et al. (2012)
Saunders (1993)
Stent (1978)
Striedter (1998)
Striedter (2003)
Waterland (2006)

Stem cell biology
Cell differentiation Aguila, Hedlund, and Sanchez-Pernaute (20

Andrews (2002)
Balázsi, Van Oudenaarden, and Collins (201
Barth and Imhof (2010)
Bhattacharya et al. (2011)
Enver et al. (2009)
Fagan (2012)
Ferrell (2012)
Furusawa and Kaneko (2012)
Goldberg, Allis, and Bernstein (2007)
Graf and Enver (2009)
Han and Yoon (2012)
Hirabayashi and Gotoh (2010)
Huang (2009a)
Huang (2011)
Huang (2012b)
Huang and Ingber (2006/07)
Huang, Guo, May, and Enver (2007)
Huang et al. (2009)
Ingber (2003)
Iovino and Cavalli (2011)
Marusyk, Almendro, and Polyak (2012)
Micheelsen, Mitarai, Sneppen, and Dodd (2
Mohammad and Baylin (2010)
Nakagawa and Narikiyo (2010)
Pujadas and Feinberg (2012)
Roeder and Radtke (2009)
Surkova et al. (2011)
Wang, Xu, Wang, and Huang (2010)
Wang et al. (2011)
Zhou, Aliyu, Aurell, and Huang (2012)

Cellular reprogramming Aguila et al. (2012)
Bhattacharya et al. (2011)
Enver et al. (2009)
Fagan (2012)
Fisher and Merkenschlager (2010)
and may thus initiate further philosophical analysis and historical
studies both of Waddington’s methodology and his pictorial legacy.
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ciences applying EL images.a

Context of EL image(s)

Social insect caste determination
Epigenetic mechanisms of brain development
Metaphors for genetic control of development
Epigenetic mechanisms of aging
Epigenetic effects of nutrition on gene expression
Brain development
Epigenetic mechanisms of gene expression memory
Dynamical system approach to development
Development of the nervous system
Brain development
Brain development
Nutrition effects on developmental epigenetics in the gut

12) Developmental paths of dopamine neurons
Stem-cell plasticity and intermediate cell types

1) Cellular decision making
Histone modification in cell differentiation
Quantification of cell lineage specification
Differentiation and heterogenity of stem cells
Unifying models in stem cell and systems biology
Cell-fate induction and lateral inhibition
State transition between stem and differentiated cells
Epigenetics of cell differentiation
Transcription factors in linage secification
Epigenetics of cell differentiation
Epigenetic control of neural linage
Non-genetic heterogeneity of cells in differentiation
Systems biology of stem cells
Tumor progression
Tumor formation and metastatic progression
Lineage specification of multipotent progenitor cells
Malignant cell differentiation
Perturbations and cell fate transitions
Transcription factors in linage secification
Phenotypic heterogeneity of tumour cells

010) Cell memory and nucleosome modification
Epigenetic control of cell differentiation
Cell-interaction networks
Genomic regulation of noise and cellular plasticity
Cellular state transition and variablilty
Canalization of variation in gene expression
Stability of gene expression in cell differentiation
Quantification of cell lineage specification
State transitions in multistable dynamical system
Reprogramming of dopamine neurons
Transdifferentiation of cells
Transdifferentiation of cells
Unifying models in stem cell and systems biology
Induced pluripotent stem cells

(continued on next page)



Table 1 (continued)

Discipline Author Context of EL image(s)

Graf and Enver (2009) Transcription factor-induced reprogramming
Han and Yoon (2012) Epigenetic reprogramming
Hochedlinger and Plath (2009) Epigenetic reprogramming
Huang (2009b) Rarity and robustness of reprogramming events
Lang, Li, Collins, and Mehta (2012) Partially reprogrammed cells
MacArthur et al. (2009) Reprogramming of multi-stable cellular systems
Mohammad and Baylin (2010) Induced pluripotent stem cells
Niemann et al. (2008) Epigenetic reprogramming and cloning
Reik and Dean (2002) Epigenetic reprogramming and cloning
Rodolfa (2008) Induced pluripotent stem cells
Takahashi (2012) Reprogramming and transdifferentiation of cells
Wang et al. (2011) Quantification of retrodifferentiation paths
Wang, Song, Zhang, Wu, and Xing (2012) Reprogramming and transdifferentiation of cells
Yamanaka (2009) Inefficiency and incompleteness of reprogramming
Zhou and Huang (2011) Modeling reprogramming pathways
Zhou and Melton (2008) Reprogramming and transdifferentiation of cells

Evolutionary biology Huang (2012a) Systems approach of evolution
Huang (2012b) Evolution of (cancer) cell phenotypes
Jamniczky et al. (2010) Phenotypic variation (evo–devo)
McGhee (2007) Morphogenesis and evolution
Meyers and Bull (2002) Developmental robustness and evolution
Saunders (1989) Pattern formation (evo–devo)
Saunders (1990) Macroevolution (evo–devo)
Saunders (1993) Dynamical system approach to evolution
Saunders and Kubal (1989) Catastrophy theory of development and evolution
Striedter (1998) Concepts of homology (evo–devo)
Striedter (2003) Concepts of homology (evo–devo)

Systems biology Fagan (2012) Unifying models in stem cell and systems biology
Furusawa and Kaneko (2012) Systems biology of stem cells
Huang et al. (2009) Systems approach to tumorgenesis
Huang (2011) Systems biology of stem cells
MacArthur et al. (2009) Stem cell differentiation
Zhou et al. (2012) Modeling multistable dynamical system

Applied mathematics Galar, Kwaśnicka, and Kwaśnicki (1980) Modeling developmental processes [BTDs]
Saunders and Kubal (1989) Catastrophe theory of development and evolution
Thom (1969) Modeling morphogenesis and reproduction
Thom (1972) Catastrophe model of language [BTDs]
Thom (1975 [1972]) Catastrophe theory of morphogenesis, cognition and language
Thom (1983 [1972]) Catastrophe model of language [BTDs]
Thom (1983 [1972]) Catastrophe model of language [BTDs]

Developmental psychology Connolly (1986) Motor development
Elman, Bates, and Johnson (1996) Connectionist account of cognitive development
Evans (2008) Language development and processing
Kugler (1986) Modeling movement patterns
McGrath et al. (2011) Brain development and risk of schizophrenia
Muchisky et al. (1996) Development of locomotion and language
Newell et al. (2003) Motor development
Spencer and Perone (2008) Motor development
Thelen (1995) Motor development
Thelen and Smith (1994) Development of locomotion, motivation and emotion
Thelen and Smith (1998) Dynamical system models of development
Williams, Davids, and Williams (1999) Motor development

Psychology West (2006) Human motivation and addiction
Sociology Fiel (2009) Modeling socio-political dynamics

Tavory et al. (2012) Cultural anthropology
Tavory et al. (in press) Cultural anthropology

Science, technology and society (STS) Jelsma (2003) Design methodology for sustainable innovations
Kwaśnicka and Kwaśnicki (1986) Modeling technological development [also BTDs]
Larssaether and Nijhof (2009) Users’ agency and sustainability of innovations

Economics Kwaśnicki (2003) Evolutionary model of industrial dynamics
Galar et al. (1980) Modeling market competition [BTDs]

a This table does not list EL images depicted in biology textbooks referring to Waddington’s work. Approaches using highly modified EL images have to make explicit
reference to Waddington’s original visual metaphor in order to be listed. Interdisciplinary EL approaches may be mentioned multiple times. Besides EL images, new branched-
track diagrams (BTDs; with reference to Waddington’s originals) are listed as well.
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